
Avalow Garden Systems
The system uses wicking with natural materials
to draw water up from the Reservoir and into the soil. 

This not only saves water by virtually eliminating
evaporative losses,  but makes for faster growing
and lusher, healthier plants!

As a bonus, you will have virtually no weeds, healthier 
soil, less pest activity, and no hardware
maintenance for a minimum of 5 years.

Each Avalow comes with a proprietary irrigation system. 
All you have to do is fill the Reservoir with clean water, and your
plants  will start to water themselves!

We use long-lasting natural materials proven in hydroponic 
farming to create a system that allows the soil to maintain the 
perfect level of hydration that creates a healthy ecosystem for your
plants to thrive. 

Benefits

2 Place Anywhere - our systems just need a level surface, water is 
self-contained and the space below allows airflow to prevent surface damage.

6 Durable - we want your garden to last, so we use long-lasting materials that 
provide up to 5 years with no maintenance. Your garden is warrantied for
10 years and we built it for a 25 year lifetime.

3 Safe - all materials are chosen to be safe to grow your food.  Our system .
increases this safety by not having saturated soil that causes leaching.

Conserve Water - use up to 30x less water than hand watering, 
10x less than drip systems by nearly eliminating evaporation.

5

4 Healthy - organic soil that maintains a perfect hydration to develop 
a complete ecosystem to unlock full growing potential and help prevent 
diseases and reduce pests. 

1 Easy - no more worrying about if your plants have enough (or too much) water
allows you to focus on getting the most out of your plants when you have the 
time to enjoy your garden.

Dimensions
Your Avalow is ergonomically-sized at just over 2 feet tall with an 
equivalent growing space of 3 square feet. 

Outside dimensions are 27 inches acrossby 15 inches wide and 27 inches tall. 



Warranty
Our Warranty offers the following:

Guaranteed 10 year structural warranty and 5 year reservoir performance warranty
Technical support via phone & email - grow@avalow.com
High quality components, designed to work individually and together to deliver the
specified level of performance 

Customers Responsibility:
Proper access to installation, soil maintenance and regular watering
Placement location levelling and access to adequate sun
Only claims by the purchaser for the products will be entertained by Avalow

The Warranty excludes the following:
Natural disasters or Acts of God where the manufacturer could not warranty 
the performance of the product.
Damage by improper installation or end-user due to negligence or willful damage.
Negligence to conduct regular maintenance
Avalow will replace defective product, however we will not be responsible for
consequential damages that may be claimed as a result. 

Questions
Drop us a line or give us a call:

email: 
grow@avalow.com | contact@ avalow.com

phone: 
1.844.428.2569

address: 
327 S. A St
Santa Rosa, CA 95401

For full warranty information - go to avalow.com/warranty


